
Your Political 

Ideology



Instructions

You will take two 
political ideology tests 
to determine where you 
fall on the political 
spectrum.

You must take 
screenshots of your test 
results and research 
what that means about 
you.

All answers must be written using complete sentences. You must 
complete/replace all sections that are in purple. 



hello!

I am (insert name here)



1.

Visit the following website

https://www.isidewith.com/political-quiz

https://www.isidewith.com/political-quiz


I Side With

✘ Take the Political 

Quiz 

✘ Add a screenshot 

of your My 

Ideology Click on 

your match to 

learn more about 

their responses to 

answer the 

question on slide 6.

When done, scroll down to the “Ideology” information and 
take a screenshot to paste here.



your Ideology

1. Does the MY BALLOT candidates you are being assigned to you 
surprise you? Why or Why not? EXPLAIN 
Add response here



I Side With

✘ Take the Political 

Quiz 

✘ Add a screenshot 

of your My Parties

✘ Click on your 

match and scroll 

down to learn 

more about their 

responses to 

answer the 

question on slide 8.

When done, scroll down to the “Ideology” information and 
take a screenshot to paste here.



your Ideology

1. Does this MY PARTIES ideology being assigned to you surprise you? 
Why or Why not? EXPLAIN 
Add response here



2.

Visit the following website

Pew Political Typology Quiz

https://www.pewresearch.org/politics/quiz/political-typology/?group=7b0bc3dd43b42c2653ddce5098a96e00


Pew Research

✘ Scroll down the 

page to click on the 

orange button that 

says “Begin Quiz”

✘ Take a screenshot 

of your results 

and add them to 

this slide.

✘ Click on an examine 

Read More About 

and View 

Interactive Charts  

When done, take a screenshot of your results to paste here.



your Ideology

1. Does the ideology being assigned to you surprise you? Why or Why 
not? EXPLAIN 
Add response here



your Ideology

1. Does the political ideology assigned and typology groups and where 
they relate to President Biden surprise you? Why or Why not? EXPLAIN 
Add response here


